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Angular dependence of the critical current in thin YBa2Cu3O7Àd films
with unidirectional nanocracks
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We investigated the angular dependence of the critical currentI c in the a-b plane of thin YBa2Cu3O72d

films on ~001! NdGaO3. Films grown on this particular substrate relieve their stress by developing unidirec-
tional cracks of 2–4 nm width. These unidirectional nanocracks~NC’s! behave as Josephson junctions. We
have measuredI c(uNC), where uNC is the angle to these nanocracks, in a set of microbridges that were
patterned on the film at various anglesuNC . We fitted the results to a model of Andreev reflections in an
anisotropic superconductor given by Tanaka and Kashiwaya@Phys. Rev. B56, 892 ~1997!#. We found that an
order parameter having ad1 is symmetry fits our data best at high temperatures, while no satisfactory fit could
be obtained at low temperatures using a pured-wave,s-wave, ord1 is order parameter.
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Epitaxialc-axis oriented YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! films on
~100! SrTiO3 release their strain in the tetragonal to orth
rhombic phase transition through bidirectional twinni

along the~110! and (11̄0) directions. Recently, we foun
that the same type of film on~001! NdGaO3 ~NDG! sub-
strates grows unidirectionally twinned.1 To release the strain
in the other in-plane direction, these films develop a un
rectional array of parallel cracks, perpendicular to the tw
planes. Transmission electron microscope~TEM! images re-
veal that the width of these cracks is only 2–4 nm, hen
they can be termed nanocracks~NC’s!. These NC are the
source of a strong in-plane anisotropy in the transport pr
erties of the films,2 such as the resistivityr and the critical
currentI c . Along the NC~normal to the twin planes!, these
films haver and I c values similar to those of YBCO films
grown on the commonly used substrates such as SrT3,
LaAlO3, and MgO. However, along the direction normal
the NC, the values ofr increase and the values ofI c decrease
by about one and two orders of magnitude, respectively.
transport anisotropy therefore originates in the NC. Bel
Tc , the I -V curves of the microbridges that cross these N
are characteristic of Josephson junctions of the weak-
type.2 This seems to indicate that the vacuum gaps of the
are probably shunted by a series of microshorts that gov
the high transparency of the junctions. The angular dep
dence of the critical current in these films,I c(u), was mea-
sured at different temperatures in microbridges that were
terned at anglesuNC relative to the NC orientation. Initially
the results were interpreted in terms of a phenomenolog
model which is based on the fact thatI c of a junction is
proportional to the Josephson coupling energy. Thus neaTc
one hasI c(u)}DR(u)DL(u)A(u), whereDR(u) andDL(u)
are the order parameters on the right- and left-hand side
the NC junction, andA(u) is the cross-sectional area of th
junction. In our analysis, we assumed that the quasiparti
cross the junctions parallel to the original direction of t
current in the microbridges. Fits of our previous data to t
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model at temperatures nearTc showed that the best fit is
obtained when the order parameter has ad1 is-wave
symmetry.2 We note here that thed-wave order paramete
used in that paper had its positived lobe aligned along the
~110! NC direction (dxy), and not along thea or b axes
(dx22y2) as is commonly used. Although this simple mod
yielded very good fits, it was clear that a more quantitat
approach based on a more detailed theoretical mode
needed. In the present study, we extended the measurem
of I c(u) to lower temperatures, and used a more deta
model for the calculation ofI c(u).3 In our analysis of the
data we keep the assumption that quasiparticles inciden
the junction cross it parallel to the bridge. The model calc
lation fits the experimental results nearTc well with a
dx22y21 is symmetry of the order parameter. At lower tem
peratures, however, no satisfactory fit to the data could
obtained.

Details of the films growth and patterning were give
elsewhere;2 here we shall mention briefly the main point
Epitaxial c-axis oriented YBCO films of various thicknesse
(100,d,250 nm! were deposited by dc sputtering on
~001! NDG substrates of 10310 mm2 area. The films were
patterned by deep UV photolithography into nine micr
bridges using a polymethyl methacrilate~PMMA! resist and
ion-beam milling. The microbridges were 10mm wide,
100 mm long, and at anglesuNC of 290°, 279°, 267°,
256°, 245°, 222°, 0°, 22°, and 45° relative to the NC
direction ~see the inset to Fig. 1!. r of the various bridges
versus temperature is shown in Fig. 1 for a 200 nm thick fi
of YBCO on NDG. The maximum anisotropy ratio of th
resistivitiesr(290°)/r(0°) is about 10, similar to the value
obtained before.2 RepresentativeI -V curves of the various
microbridges at anglesuNC and at 87 K are shown in Fig. 2
Since the NC offer little or no resistance to flux motion, t
I -V curves of all the microbridges appear rounded, w
seemingly no critical current as seen in this figure. Howev
extrapolation of these curves toV50 from large bias shows
that critical currents are definitely present. TheI -V curves
3734 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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appear rounded due to fluctuations of flux lines~noise!,
brought about by the total absence of pinning in the NC.
the presence of fluctuations, the correct procedure to de
mine I c is to fit the I -V curves to the Ambegaokar-Halper
model.2,4 This model was used by Falcoet al. to study the
effect of thermal noise and extract the critical currentI c from
the seemingly resistiveI -V data of their Josephso
junctions.5 This group also discussed the technique of us
the Ambegaokar-Halperin model for extracting the juncti
parameters in great detail. Later on, Tinkham applied
method to the high-temperature superconductors to inve
gate the resistive transition belowTc in the flux flow
regime,6 and Grosset al. actually calculated theI -V curves
of grain-boundary junctions under thermally activated ph
slippage conditions.7 Figure 2 shows a typical result of
calculated I -V curve of the uNC545° bridge using the
Ambegaokar-Halperin model. Clearly, the calculated cu
fits the experimental data well, and similar quality fits we

FIG. 1. r(T) of nine microbridges in an YBCO film on~001!
NdGaO3 at different anglesuNC to the NC orientation. The sche
matic drawing in the inset shows the relative orientations of a
crobridge, the anglesu and uNC , the interfaces~NC!, and the
dx22y2 symmetry.

FIG. 2. I -V curves of the various bridges with differentuNC

angles. The open squares are calculated results using
Ambegaokar-Halperin model.
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obtained for all the other bridges.I c was determined from the
fit parameters using the detailed technique given by Fa
et al.,5 for all the bridges at any given temperature, and
results are shown in Fig. 3. In theuNC50° bridge, the only
bridge not cut by the NC, the critical current was determin
by simple extrapolation of theI -V curves fromV;1 mV to
V50. In this case, it was not possible to reach much hig
bias voltages on the microbridge without destroying it. F
ure 3 shows that the anisotropy ratio of the critical curre
I c(0°)/I c(290°) is about 100 which is an order of magn
tude higher than the corresponding inverted ratio of the
sistivities.

Figures 4 and 5 show a typical angular dependence
I c(uNC) deduced from the fits to the Ambegaokar-Halpe
model, for the data taken from Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows
data nearTc at 87 K, and Fig. 5 shows the data at a lo
temperature of 5 K. To produce the theoretical curves for t
data, we used a model by Tanaka and Kashiwaya~TK!,3

i-

he

FIG. 3. I c(T) of the microbridges in Fig. 1. The curves conne
the experimental data points, except for the dashed one which
power-law fit to the data of the 0° bridge.

FIG. 4. I c versusu at 87 K. The curves are fits of the data
Eqs.~1! and ~3!.
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describing the critical current in junctions withd-wave su-
perconductors. They assumed a perfectly smooth interf
and calculated the transport of quasiparticles through it
Andreev reflection and transmission processes, using
Bogolubov–de Gennes equations. They defined the an
between the normal to the interface and the crystallograp
a axis on both sides of the junction asa andb, and calcu-
lated the transport for any angleu between the direction o
the impinging quasiparticles and the normal to the interf
(u[90°2uNC , see the inset to Fig. 1!. Then, in the calcu-
lation of I c , they integrated over the anglesu. For the
present experiment we argue that the integration overu is
not needed for the following reasons: For a low transpare
junction with a high potential barrier~high Z), the main
contribution toI c comes from angles aroundu'0° due to
the exponential dependence of the tunneling on the ba
thickness, which leads to a perpendicular crossing of the
rier along the shortest route. For a high transparency ba
~low Z), all incidence anglesu contribute to I c almost
equally, if the superconductor is isotropic. Clearly, in t
limit Z→0 there is no change in the original direction of t
current in the bridge near the junction. For these lowZ junc-
tions, we propose a scenario in which a very nearly unin
rupted crossing of the barrier occurs~parallel to the bridge!.
In this scenario, transport across the NC takes place via a
of nanoshorts which behave as pinhole junctions. This p
ture comes about from analogy to the situation which is
lieved to exist in grain-boundary junctions, where condu
tion occurs via a series of contacts, defects, or locali
states in the barrier. In view of this picture, we shall mod
the transport of current across the NC, as analogous to
transmission of an optical beam through a diffraction grati
This means that we also assume almost equally spaced
contacts in the NC. The superconducting order parametec
is analogous to the electric fieldE, and the current
(}c* ¹c) to the light intensity (}E2). In the optical case
the zero-order diffraction peak of a beam passing throug
diffraction grating is always in the same direction as that
the original beam and contains most of its intensity. Thus,
analogy, the current along the microbridge is diffracted
the pinholes grating mostly into the zero order which is a

FIG. 5. I c versusu at 5 K. The curves are fits of the data to Eq
~1! and ~3!.
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in the direction of the bridge. This statement is equivalen
assuminga priori that the flux of quasiparticles is parallel t
the microbridge. From the unidirectional twinning normal
the NC we esimate that the density of point contacts alon
single NC is about equal to the twin density which is of t
order of 30 permm.2 Thus, if np is the total number of
pinholes along a single NC, the analogy to the optical c
also yieldsI c}np

2 (np large!, which is the same as the inten
sity of the zero-order diffraction peak. Thus, selecting on
the quasiparticles moving along the microbridge as th
crossing the NC, allows us to use Eq.~57! of Ref. 3 for the
calculation ofI c(u) without the integration step overu. This
yields:

RNI ~f!5
pR̄NkBT

e H(
vn

F̄~u,vn ,f!sN~u!cosuJ , ~1!

whereRN is the normal resistance,I (f) is the supercurren
as a function of the phase differencef on the junction,sN is
the conductivity in the normal state,vn are the Matsubara
frequencies, and the functionsF̄ and R̄N are defined in Ref.
3. I c is obviously the maximum ofI (f) and for simplicity
we take the normal conductivity as

sN~u!5
cos2 u

cos2 u1Z2
~2!

as used in Ref. 8. We note that since the unidirectional
are formed in elongated twinsperpendicularlyto the ~110!
orientation of the twin planes, we havea5b545°. Because
we do not integrate overu, the nodes of a pured-wave order
parameter are reflected in the calculations ofI c(u) as zeros
at u50° and u5690°. An admixture of an imaginarys-
wave component (is) in the order parameter will prevent thi
situation at u50°, but not at u5690° due to the
sN(u)cosu terms in Eq.~1!. Two more problems in the ap
plication of the TK model3 are the assumption of a smoo
and flat interface which is hard to realize in a real junctio
and the breaking of pairs at the interface which changes
order parameter compared to its bulk value. The effect
pair breaking on I c was recently calculated in a sel
consistent way which showed a leveling off ofI c at low
temperatures instead of the upturn found in the ear
analysis.3,8 Nevertheless, we decided to use the analyti
formula of the TK model@Eq. ~1!# rather than the self-
consistent model,8 because of its relative simplicity. Thi
should yield significant results at least at temperatures n
Tc where the two models give similar results.3,8

In the calculations, we used ad1 is order parameter hav
ing a maximumd-gap energy ofDd520 meV andDs gap
values between 0 and 20 meV. For comparison, the calc
tions were done also for the case of a pures-wave order
parameter. The calculation of Eq.~1! yields the i cr N of a
single pinhole junction. To apply this result to ourmultijunc-
tion system, we present a plausible picture for the struct
of these junctions on a nanometer scale. From the ato
force microscope~AFM! and TEM micrographs of our
YBCO films with nanocracks,2 the fine details of the NC
interfaces could not be resolved. This is due to the fact t
the AFM measures only the surface morphology, and
required TEM resolution necessitates even thinner sam
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in which the original interfaces of the NC would be chang
during the thinning process. We are thus left with less dir
evidence as for the nanoscale structure of the NC interfa
and the transport of quasiparticles through them. Mic
bridges that were exposed to excessively high curre
showed a typical catastrophic burn pattern which always
peared along asingle NC as a straight transparent line
about 0.5mm width. This indicates that asingleNC in a long
microbridge with many NC is the weakest link that dete
mines the critical current of the whole bridge. The quite u
form burn pattern suggests that conduction across the
occurs via a set of nanoshorts or pinhole junctions that
spread almost evenly along the NC. An uneven distribut
of these pin holes would have yielded a nonuniform bu
pattern and this does not occur in reality. As was explain
before, we use an optical picture to describe the transpo
current in the microbridges. This current flows through a
of pinholes in the NC that cross each microbridge. Th
scattering of the current mostly into the zeroth-order diffra
tion yields I c(uNC)}I 0cnp

2 , whereI c(uNC) is the measured
critical current,I 0c is the supercurrent at the NC plane, a
np is the number of pinholes in a NC. SinceI 0c
5npi c(uNC) wherei c is the supercurrent in a single pinho
junction, and sincenp}1/sinuNC, we find that I c(uNC)
}npi c(uNC)np

2} i c(uNC)/sin3 uNC. As was mentioned above
Eq. ~1! yields a calculatedi c(u)r N(u) value of asinglepin-
hole junction. To find the angular dependence ofr N(u), we
note that the normal resistanceRN(uNC) of a wholebridge is
obtained by summing up the NC resistances in series and
pinhole resistancesr N(u) in parallel. This yieldsRN(uNC)
5N(uNC)r N(uNC)/np(uNC), where N(uNC)}sin(uNC) is
the number of NC in the bridge. Thus,RN(uNC)
}sin2(uNC)rN(uNC). This result is compared to the data show
in Fig. 6 where we plot themeasured RN(uNC) at 87, 100,
and 297 K normalized to their values atuNC5279°, to-
gether with sin2(uNC). In the superconducting state at 87

FIG. 6. Normal resistanceRN(uNC) at 87, 100, and 297 K, nor
malized to their values atuNC5279°. The solid line is sin2(uNC).
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the normal resistance values were obtained directly from
linear parts of theI -V curves which were reached at abo
300–500 mV. In the normal state at 100 K and 297 K t
RN(uNC) values were obtained from Fig. 1. One can s
from Fig. 6 that RN(uNC) is very nearly proportional to
sin2(uNC). We are thus led to the conclusion thatr N(uNC)
5r N5const. This result may suggest thatr N originates in
the constant quantum resistance\/e2, and the values that we
measure of a few kV seem to support this interpretation
Thus, usingu590°2uNC , we obtain

I c~uNC!5
i c~u!r N

sin3 uNCr N

. ~3!

Equation~3! allows us to compare the measuredI c(uNC) of
Figs. 4 and 5 with the calculatedi c(u)r N according to Eq.
~1!.

The curves in Figs. 4 and 5 are the calculated angu
dependences ofI c(u) using Eqs.~1! and~3!. At 87 K, we see
that the calculation that fits our data best is obtained wheZ
is low ~0.1! and the order parameter has ad1 is symmetry
with Dd520 meV andDs514 meV. We note here that mix
ing of adxy wave instead of thes wave in this fit also yields
a good fit to our data. The pures-wave symmetry does not fi
the data aroundu50°, while the pured-wave misfits both
aroundu50° and aroundu5690°. At 5 K, we could not
find any satisfactory fit to our data using the present mo
~see the curves in Fig. 5!. This seems to result from the fac
that the present model,3 even with a smalls-wave compo-
nent, develops an asymmetry in6u that prevents a good fi
near u50°. Qualitatively though, thed1 is fit in Fig. 5
seems to indicate the presence of a smallers-wave compo-
nent. Theoretically, the fact that no good fits could be o
tained is consistent with the previous finding of significa
deviations ofI c at low temperatures, from the prediction o
the present model.3,8 These deviations ofI c were found when
the order parameter was allowed to change self-consiste
near the interface of the junction because of pair breakin8

Further theoretical work is needed in order to have better
to our data at low temperatures.

In summary, the in-plane angular dependence of the c
cal current in unidirectionally cracked thin films of YBCO
was both measured and compared with a model calculat
The NC were assumed to consist of a series of pinhole ju
tions in which the transport of current was described in ter
of an optical model. The calculated dependencies ofI c(u)
reproduced the experimental data only at temperatures
Tc , and good fits were obtained with an order parame
having ad1 is symmetry, withDd520 meV andDs514
meV. At low temperatures, the theory will have to be im
proved by allowing for pair breaking at the interface of t
junctions, which changes the order parameter from its b
symmetry~pured wave?!.
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